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From Candidate Sex to Gender Stereotypes

I Little evidence for demand-side explanations for women’s under
representation.

I Meta-analysis of candidate sex experiments on vote choice
(Schwarz and Coppock 2022): small pro-female bias.

I Few studies on viability perceptions, but theoretically relevant
(Bauer 2020; Lawless and Fox 2010; Oliver and Conroy 2020;
Sanbonmatsu 2006).
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From Candidate Sex to Gender Stereotypes

Candidate Sex Studies

I Candidate sex AMCEs cannot differentiate among instrumental
and gender ideological reasons. These studies do not measure
gender stereotypes.

I Masking problems (Bansak et al 2018).

Gender Stereotype Research

I Stereotypes for female politicians 6= stereotypes for “women in
general” (Schneider and Bos 2014)

I Not conducted in an electoral setting, so it is unclear whether
stereotypes matter for vote choice/viability perceptions

I Mostly limited to single-country (U.S.) studies
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From Candidate Sex to Gender Stereotypes

Two goals:

I Measure the content of multi-dimensional gender stereotypes in
an electoral scenario

I Estimate the causal impact of these stereotypes on vote choice
and viability perceptions.
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High-Dimensional Stereotypes and Voter
Evaluations
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High-Dimensional Stereotypes and Voter Evaluations

I Why conjoints? (Hainmueller et al 2014).
I Candidate sex can transmit multiple pieces of information

(Dolan and Sanbonmatsu 2011). Masculinity-femininity
conceptualized in terms of myriad traits.

I We need a tool to enable multi-dimensional measurements of
gender stereotypes.

I Hypothetical presidential candidates in the U.S., Chile,
Uruguay, and Brazil.
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Hypotheses

H1: Candidate attributes and their interactions affect voters’ beliefs
of whether a hypothetical profile would correspond to a female or
male presidential candidate.

H2: High-dimensional gender stereotypes influence vote choice and
viability perceptions.
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Method
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Quantity of interest

Yi = θSi + εi

This imposes two challenges:

I Measuring the multi-dimensional content of stereotypes
I Ensuring exogeneity conditions to learn about their causal

effects.
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Parallel experiments

I Measuring sample: experimental measure of stereotypes

I Testing sample: vote choice experiment
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Stereotypes and information in-equivalence

The definition of stereotypes outlined before refers to a specific form
of in-equivalence of information about background features
produced by a single informational trait such as whether a candidate
is a “man” or “woman”.

Bi(Zi = 1) 6= Bi(Zi = 0)

Stereotypes:

Si = Bi[Zi = 1]−Bi[Zi = 0]
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Stereotypes: measurement

We assign subjects to different realizations of candidate
characteristics B and then collect reported beliefs of candidate
gender.

Si = Bi[Zi = 1]−Bi[Zi = 0] = Zi[Bi = 1]− Zi[Bi = 0]

Underlying assumption:

I The effect of candidate gender Zi on beliefs about a
background feature Bi is the same as the effect of that
background feature on beliefs about candidate gender.

I This reflects the fact that heuristics are cognitive processes of
associations between different elements.
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Stereotypes: a conjoint experiment for measurement

The experiment allows to map candidate stereotypes
Si ∈ {”masculine”, ”feminine”} across a set of “background
beliefs” of gender (candidate traits).

Implementing uniform randomization of the treatment assignment
implies,

{Si(b)}b∈B∗ ⊥ Bi ∀i

So no pre-treatment covariate (i.e., respondent ideology) can
confound our measure.
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Stereotypes: a conjoint experiment for measurement

The design-based measure of stereotypes allows to directly relate
the background characteristics to gender beliefs.

Si = g(Bi) + νi

I Analyzing the effects of high-dimensional treatments
I Large literature on this (Horiuchi, Smith and Yamamoto, 2018; Grimmer, Messing and

Westwood, 2017; Ratkovic and Tingley, 2017; Egami and Imai, 2018; Bansak, Bechtel and Margalit, 2021;
De La Cuesta, Egami and Imai, 2022; Goplerud, Imai and Pashley, 2022; Ham, Imai and Janson, 2022).

I For now, we employ regression forests in which prediction is the
main goal.
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Stereotypes: predicting on testing sample

Predicted classification for both training and testing samples, Ŝi and
Ŝ

′
i respectively, depends on the predicted latent variable S∗.

So for the testing sample:

Ŝ
′
i =

{
”feminine”= 1, if S∗i > 0.5
”masculine”= 0, if S∗i < 0.5
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Parallel Candidate choice experiment

We ensure exogeneity of stereotypes by randomly assigning
candidate profiles.

Yi(Si) ⊥ Si ∀i

Recall: Si are associations between traits and male/female
candidates

Estimate the following model assuming voters do not observe
candidate traits used to estimate stereotypes,

Yi = θŜ
′
i + εi,
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Empirical application
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Experiment 1: political gender stereotypes

Outcome variable (randomly assigned):

I The forced choice version reads as follows: Many times people
in society have impressions of what men and women in politics
are like. If you had to guess what other people would think,
which of the two candidates would you say is a MAN/WOMAN,
where MAN/WOMAN are randomized with equal probabilities.

I The non-forced choice question is Many times people in society
[...]. If you had to guess what other people would think, what
would you say is the gender of each candidate? Both strategies
offer advantages and disadvantages, so we randomize forced
choice and unforced choice questions. The results, however and
remarkably similar using either question.

Respondents complete six tasks
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Experiment 2: Standard candidate choice experiment

Vote choice outcome questions:

I Forced choice: Which candidate would you vote for, or which
do you prefer

I Unforced choice: On a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 indicates that
you definitely would NOT support the candidate and 7
indicates that you definitely support this candidate, how would
you rate each of the candidates described above?

Viability outcome questions:

I Independent of your preferences, which candidate do you think
is more likely to win a presidential election? As in the first
experiment, respondents evaluate six pairs of hypothetical
candidate profiles.
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Experiment 2: Standard candidate choice experiment
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Stereotype Content: AMCEs on Perceptions of
Candidates’ Gender Based on Measurement Sample
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Gender perceptions by question type
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Selection of traits for estimating stereotypes

I Researchers can assume what infomration voters do not fully
observe and therefore “impute” given candidate sex.
I For illustrations we choose:

I “Corruption”
I “Ideology”
I “Issue”priority”
I “Salient traits in the press”
I “Decision-making style”

I Following traits are assumed to be observed and having a direct
effect on support:

I Age
I Social class
I Children
I Experience
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Predicted stereotypes (in testing sample)
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Inequivalence on background information
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Support for and Viability perceptions of political Gender
Stereotypes
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

I Conjoint experiments can uncover the content of
multi-dimensional gender stereotypes. Machine learning
technique can help identify relevant interactions between
attributes which contribute to perceptions of candidates’
femininity-masculinity.

I Our AMCE results are consistent with the literature on gender
stereotypes. Not all gender stereotypes are electorally relevant.

I Voters in the U.S. tend to prefer feminine rather than
masculine profiles. More masculine profiles—that is, greater
certainty about a candidate being viewed as male—perform the
worst in terms of vote choice, but not in terms of viability.

I Parallel conjoint experiments can be used to understand other
kinds of multi-dimensional stereotypes, for example those based
on race, religion or region, and their effects on voter
preferences and electoral viability perceptions.
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